A simple asset pricing model with two types of adaptively learning traders, fundamentalists and technical analysts, is studied. Fractions of these trader types, which are both boundedly rational, change over time according to evolutionary learning, with technical analysts conditioning their forecasting rule upon deviations from a benchmark fundamental. Volatility clustering arises endogenously in this model. Two mechanisms are proposed as an explanation. The first is coexistence of a stable steady state and a stable limit cycle, which arise as a consequence of a so-called Chenciner bifurcation of the system. The second is intermittency and associated bifurcation routes to strange attractors. Both phenomena are persistent and occur generically. Simple economic intuition why these phenomena arise in nonlinear multi-agent evolutionary systems is provided.
Introduction
Modern finance is based on the concept of rational expectations. As a consequence financial markets are considered to be efficient in the sense that past prices cannot help in predicting future prices. This view is known as the efficient market hypothesis (EMH). There has been a long debate about the EMH. In particular, there is empirical evidence that many 'stylized facts' observed in financial time series cannot solely be explained by fundamentals, but that markets have internal dynamics of their own.
One of the most important 'stylized facts' is volatility clustering. Whereas changes in asset prices themselves appear to be unpredictable, the magnitudes of those changes seem to be predictable in the sense that large changes tend to be followed by large changes -either positive or negative -and small changes tend to be followed by small changes. Asset price fluctuations are thus characterized by episodes of high volatility, with large price changes, irregularly interchanged by episodes of low volatility, with small price changes. Mandelbrot (1963) first discovered this phenomenon in commodity prices. Since the pioneering work of Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986) on autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic (ARCH) models and their generalization to GARCH models, volatility clustering has been shown to be present in a wide variety of financial assets including stocks, market indices and exchange rates. In empirical work, volatility clustering is usually modeled by a statistical model, such as the familiar (G)ARCH model or one of its extensions. Although these models are useful as a statistical description of the data, they do not offer a structural explanation of why volatility clustering is present in so many financial time series. Rather the statistical models postulate that volatility clustering has an exogenous source and is, for example, caused by the clustered arrival of random 'news' about economic fundamentals.
A recent branch of literature, including for example Arthur et al. (1997) , Hommes (1997, 1998) , Brock et al. (2005) , Farmer and Joshi (2002) , Gaunersdorfer and Hommes (2007) , Kirman (1991) , LeBaron (2001) , LeBaron et al. (1999) , Lux (1995 Lux ( , 1997 and Marchesi (1999, 2000) , has offered a structural explanation of the phenomenon of volatility clustering by multi-agent systems, where financial markets are viewed as complex evolutionary systems between competing boundedly rational trading strategies; see Hommes (2006) and LeBaron (2006) for recent surveys. In these multi-agent systems two important classes of traders can be distinguished, fundamentalists and technical analysts, having different trading strategies and expectations about future prices of a risky asset. The fundamentalists believe that prices will move towards its fundamental rational expectations (RE) value, as given by the expected discounted sum of future dividends. In contrast, the technical analysts observe past prices and try to extrapolate historical patterns. The multi-agent systems are characterized by an irregular switching between phases of low volatility, where fundamentalists dominate the market and prices move close to the RE fundamental price, and phases of high volatility, where the market is dominated by technical trading with prices deviating from the fundamental price. Volatility clustering arises as an endogenous phenomenon, caused or amplified by the trading process itself through heterogeneity, adaptive learning, and the evolutionary interaction between fundamentalists and technical analysts.
Most work on heterogeneous agent modeling is computationally oriented however, and few analytical results are available. In this paper we show by means of a simple, analytically tractable behavioral multi-agent model with evolutionary learning that two generic phenomena cause endogenous clustered volatility: coexistence of two attractors (a steady state and a limit cycle) and so-called intermittency on a strange attractor. We conjecture that these phenomena also play an important role in generating clustered volatility in the artificial stock markets in the computationally oriented literature mentioned above. Our model is an extension of the adaptive belief systems (ABS) introduced by Hommes (1997, 1998) , henceforth BH. An ABS is a present discounted value asset pricing model with heterogeneous beliefs. There are two trader types: fundamentalists, who believe that prices will move in the direction of the 'fundamental value', and trend followers or chartists, who extrapolate the latest observed price change. The fractions of the two different trader types change over time according to evolutionary fitness, as measured by utility from realized profits or, equivalently (as we will show), forecasting accuracy in the recent past. Chartists, however, also condition their forecasting rule upon price deviations from the RE fundamental price, that is, they will abandon their charts and switch to a fundamentalist market view when prices move away too far from the RE fundamental price.
The first phenomenon naturally suited to describe volatility clustering is coexistence of attractors. In particular, our evolutionary model exhibits coexistence of a stable (fundamental) steady state and a stable limit cycle. When buffeted with dynamic noise, irregular switching occurs between close to RE fundamental steady state fluctuations, where the market is dominated by fundamentalists, and large amplitude price fluctuations, where the market is dominated by chartists. It is important to note that coexistence of attractors is a generic and structurally stable phenomenon.
An important question is: how can a stable limit cycle around a locally stable steady state arise? We will show that for our evolutionary learning model there is a simple mathematical answer: coexistence of a stable steady state and a stable limit cycle arises due to a so-called Chenciner or degenerate Hopf bifurcation. To an economist not familiar with bifurcation theory this may sound rather exotic, but a Chenciner bifurcation is a codimension two bifurcation, implying that it is not due to a special specification of our model but it is a generic feature for nonlinear systems with two or more parameters; see Kuznetsov (1998) for a detailed and advanced mathematical treatment of bifurcation theory including all possible codimension one and codimension two bifurcations. Close to a Chenciner bifurcation point, there exists an open region in the parameter space for which a stable steady state and a stable limit cycle coexist. Occurrence of a local Chenciner bifurcation of the steady state is therefore a sufficient condition for the occurrence of certain global dynamic phenomena, in particular for the coexistence of a stable steady state and a stable limit cycle. The Chenciner local bifurcation point acts as an 'organizing center' of the dynamical behavior, implying global dynamic phenomena such as the creation or disappearance of stable limit cycles as a single model parameter is varied; see e.g. Saleh (2006, pp. 22-23) for a more detailed mathematical discussion. We will show that our heterogeneous agent model with evolutionary learning has a Chenciner bifurcation point in a two dimensional subspace of the parameter space. Application and detection of codimension two bifurcations in economic modeling are relatively new. One of the first applications of a codimension two bi-furcation in economics is Benhabib et al. (2001) , who show that a continuous time model with active monetary policy rules exhibits a Bogdanov-Takens bifurcation. 1 To our best knowledge, the present paper contains the first economic application of the Chenciner bifurcation.
There is a strikingly simple economic intuition why one should in fact expect coexistence of a stable RE fundamental steady state and a stable limit cycle in our simple evolutionary model, when chartists extrapolate trends only weakly and fundamentalists are only weakly stabilizing. When trend extrapolation is weak, the RE fundamental steady state will be locally stable, because trend followers do not extrapolate small deviations from the RE steady state strongly enough for prices to diverge, and the price will therefore return to the RE steady state. However, even when trend extrapolation is weak, an upward price trend far away from the RE steady state will be reenforced, causing prices to deviate even further from the fundamental. Such a diverging upward price trend cannot continue forever however, since trend followers condition their rule upon deviations from the RE fundamental price. When prices move too far away from the fundamental, as measured e.g. by a price-earnings ratio, technical analysts abandon their charts and switch to fundamentalists beliefs. The conditioning of technical trading upon market fundamentals thus ensures that the upward price trend will stop and eventually will reverse into a downward trend. If the fundamentalists are only weakly stabilizing, prices move only slowly downwards into the direction of the fundamental price. The fraction of trend followers will increase again, reenforcing the downward price trend. The downward trend will continue and prices decrease below the fundamental RE steady state price. Since trend followers condition their rule upon deviations from the RE fundamental price, at some point the downward price trend reverses into an upward trend. The fraction of trend followers increases again, reenforcing the upward price trend and prices will overshoot the fundamental RE steady state. A full cycle around the locally stable RE fundamental steady state is then complete. This intuition suggests that the interaction and evolutionary switching between weak trend extrapolation and weakly stabilizing fundamental analysis may lead to coexistence of a locally stable RE fundamental steady state and a locally stable limit cycle far from that steady state. The paper will make this simple economic intuition rigorous for a simple, stylized behavioral and analytically tractable heterogeneous agent model.
A second endogenous phenomenon suited to describe volatility clustering is intermittency. The phenomenon of intermittency, as introduced by Pomeau and Manneville (1980) , occurs when asset price fluctuations are moving on a strange, chaotic attractor characterized by phases of almost periodic fluctuations irregularly interrupted by sudden bursts of erratic fluctuations. In the evolutionary learning model studied here intermittency is characterized by close to the (locally unstable) RE fundamental steady state fluctuations, suddenly interrupted by price deviations from the fundamental triggered by technical trading. Recent mathematical results on homoclinic bifurcations have shown that for nonlinear systems strange attractors are the rule rather than the exception. Stated more precisely, strange attractors are persistent in the sense that they typically occur for a positive Lebesgue measure set (i.e. a set of positive probability) of parameter values, see e.g. Palis and Takens (1993) for a mathematical treatment. Economic applications of strange attractor theory are fairly recent and include e.g. the overlapping generations economy in de Vilder (1996) and the 'hog cycle' or cobweb model with evolutionary learning in Brock and Hommes (1997) .
A similar economic intuition as the one described above explains why one should expect intermittency on a strange attractor to occur in our evolutionary model when chartists are strong trend extrapolators and fundamentalists are strongly stabilizing. Strong trend extrapolators destabilize the fundamental RE steady state, because trend followers strongly extrapolate small deviations from the fundamental steady state leading to diverging prices and, say, an upward price trend. When prices diverge and move away far above the RE fundamental value, technical traders conditioning their charts upon market fundamentals will abandon their rule and the upward price trend will stop and reverse into a downward price trend. When fundamentalists are strongly stabilizing, prices will then quickly move into a small neighborhood of the RE fundamental steady state. Since the RE steady state is locally unstable in the presence of strong extrapolators, the story then repeats. This mechanism suggests, that the interaction and evolutionary switching between strongly extrapolating technical trading and strongly stabilizing fundamental strategies causes the RE fundamental steady state to have a saddle-point structure, with a locally destabilizing force due to strong trend extrapolation and a globally stabilizing force due to fundamentalists. In fact, the evolutionary learning system with strong trend extrapolation and strongly stabilizing fundamentalists is close to having a homoclinic orbit and its associated complicated dynamical behavior.
An important critique from 'rational expectations finance' upon heterogeneous agent models using simple habitual rule of thumb forecasting rules is that 'irrational' traders will not survive in the market. For example, Friedman (1953) argues that irrational speculative traders would be driven out of the market by rational traders, who would trade against them by taking infinitely long opposite positions, thus driving prices back to fundamentals. In an efficient market, 'irrational' speculators would simply lose money and disappear from the market. However, for example, De Long et al. (1990) have shown that a constant fraction of noise traders may on average earn higher expected returns than rational or smart money traders, and may survive in the market with positive probability.
2 BH (1997 BH ( , 1998 have also discussed this point extensively, and stress the fact that in an evolutionary framework technical analysts are not 'irrational', but they are in fact boundedly rational, since in periods when prices deviate from the RE fundamental price, chartists make better forecasts and earn higher profits than fundamentalists. Speculative deviations from the fundamental price may in fact be triggered by short run profit opportunities for chartists. On average, technical analysts and fundamentalists may earn approximately equal profits, so that in general fundamentalists cannot drive chartists out of the market. See also the survey in Hommes (2006) for an extensive discussion of these points. Our evolutionary approach is also related to reinforcement learning in evolutionary game theory as e.g. in Börgers and Sarin (1997); Samuelson (1997) contains a nice survey of related evolution-ary models in game theory. For related work on adaptive learning and motivation of bounded rationality, see e.g. Grandmont (1998) , Sargent (1993 Sargent ( , 1999 and Evans and Honkapohja (2001) . Bullard (1994) and Schönhofer (1999) show how adaptive learning based upon ordinary least squares can lead to local instability, cycles and even chaos. In related empirical work Brock et al. (1992) have shown that simple technical trading rules applied to the Dow Jones Index may yield positive returns, suggesting extra structure above and beyond the EMH fundamental.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the asset pricing model with fundamentalists and chartists. Section 3 presents a local stability analysis of the fundamental steady state and bifurcations of codimension one. Section 4 discusses the complete 2-D (two dimensional) bifurcation diagram of the Chenciner bifurcation, whereas section 5 presents the bifurcation diagram in our adaptive learning model. Section 6 investigates chaotic dynamics in our model and finally, section 7 concludes.
The model
The model introduced here deviates from the asset pricing model with heterogeneous beliefs in BH (1998) in two ways. Firstly, we use a different evolutionary fitness measure, namely utility from realized profits or equivalently risk adjusted realized profits (instead of non-risk adjusted realized profits). Secondly, technical traders condition their charts upon price deviations from the RE fundamental benchmark price, that is, the fraction of technical traders will decrease when prices move far away from the fundamental price. Both deviations will be discussed in more detail below.
Agents trade in a market with one risky and one risk-free asset. The risk-free asset is completely elastically supplied at a gross return R > 1. p t denotes the price (ex-dividend) of the risky asset and {y t } the (stochastic) dividend process. The dynamics of wealth of investor type h is described byW
where z ht is the number of shares of the risky asset purchased at time t andR t+1 =p t+1 + y t+1 − Rp t is the excess return per share. Variables carrying tildes denote random variables. Let E t and V t denote conditional expectation and conditional variance based on a publically available information set F t , such as past prices and dividends, and let E ht and V ht denote the 'beliefs' or forecasts of investor type h about conditional expectation and variance.
Equilibrium
Assuming that investors are myopic mean-variance maximizers, the demand for shares z ht by type h solves
Here the nonnegative parameter a characterizes risk aversion. Let z st and n ht denote the supply of shares per investor and the fraction of investors of type h at time t, respectively. Equilibrium of supply and demand implies
Assuming constant supply of outside shares over time we may stick to the (equivalent) special case z st ≡ 0.
3 Further, we assume that dividends are independently and identically distributed (iid), in particular, E tỹt+1 ≡ y * .
Beliefs
In the case where there is only one type of traders the equilibrium equation (2) reduces to
In the standard case R > 1 there is only one solution p *
This price, given as the discounted sum of expected future dividends, would prevail in a perfectly rational world and will be called the fundamental price.
We make some simplifying assumptions concerning the beliefs:
A1 The beliefs about future prices and dividends are assumed to be of the form
where f h is some deterministic function of past prices describing the beliefs of trader type h about price deviations from the fundamental value. Further, this assumption implies that investors have homogeneous beliefs about future dividends E ht (ỹ t+1 ) = E t (ỹ t+1 ) = y * . Hence all traders are able to derive the fundamental price p * t .
A2
The beliefs about conditional variances of the excess returns are assumed to be of the form
That is, beliefs about conditional variances are the same for all types and constant over time. 4 We consider a model with two simple belief types,
3 In the case z st = constant one can introduce a risk adjusted dividend y # t+1 = y t+1 − aσ 2 z s and proceed in the same way, see Brock (1997) . 4 Gaunersdorfer (2000) studies the case of time varying (homogeneous) beliefs about conditional variances. She obtains similar bifurcation routes to complicated asset price fluctuations as in the case with constant beliefs. We therefore restrict here to this more simple case. Chiarella and He (2002) introduce heterogeneity in beliefs about variances.
Trader type 1 are 'fundamentalists', believing that tomorrow's price will move in the direction of the fundamental price p * by a factor v. When v is close to 0 (1) fundamentalists believe prices to move quickly (slowly) towards its fundamental value p * . Trader type 2 are technical traders or chartists, deriving their beliefs from price histories. Our specification (4) is only a simple example of a technical trading rule using only the latest observed price and the latest observed price change. If g > 0 these traders are trend followers, extrapolating the latest observed price change; if g < 0 they are contrarians expecting a reversal of the latest price change. Given our assumptions, the equilibrium dynamics (2) reads as
Fractions
Fractions n ht are updated according to past performance, conditioned upon the deviation of actual prices from the fundamental value. The evolutionary competition part of the updating rules closely follows BH (1997, 1998) . The additional conditioning upon deviations from the fundamental is e.g. similar and motivated by the Santa Fe computational artificial stock market in Arthur et al. (1997) and LeBaron et al. (1999) .
In a first, evolutionary, step fractions are determined as discrete choice probabilitieŝ
where U ht is some 'fitness function' or 'performance measure'. Note that the fractions are independent of the fitness level, i.e. they do not change if the same term is added to the exponents. The parameter β is called the intensity of choice. It measures how sensitive traders are to differences in performance of trading strategies. For β = 0 fractions are fixed over time and arein the case of only two different types -equal to 1/2. In the limit of β → ∞ all traders choose immediately the predictor with the best performance in the recent past. Thus, for finite, positive β agents are boundedly rational in the sense that fractions of the predictors are ranked according to their fitness.
BH (1998) take (accumulated) realized net profits as the evolutionary fitness measure. Realized profit in period t, given by π ht = R t z h,t−1 , does not take into account however the risk taken to achieve this profit. Here we take accumulated risk adjusted realized profits as the fitness measure. Risk adjusted realized profit in period t is given by
where z h,t−1 is the demand for the risky asset by trader type h as before. Notice that maximizing expected wealth in (1) is equivalent to maximizing expected utility from profits in (7) . Risk adjusted realized profits as the fitness measure is thus consistent with the investors' demand function derived from myopic mean-variance maximization of expected wealth. A straightforward computation shows that the risk adjusted profits fitness measure is equivalent to a constant times minus squared prediction errors, so that the evolutionary fitness simplifies to
where the parameter 0 ≤ η ≤ 1 represents 'memory strength' of the fitness measure. 5 In the second step of the updating of fractions conditioning on deviations from the fundamental by the technical traders is modeled as
According to (9) the fraction of technical traders decreases more, as prices deviate further from their fundamental value p * . This is motivated by the fact that technical traders are conditioning their charts upon price deviations from the fundamental. One may interpret the term
2 /α as a penalty term in the fitness measure of technical traders. This penalty term ensures that speculative bubbles cannot last forever and explode to infinity, but that at some point when prices have moved far away from the fundamental value the fraction of fundamentalists will increase and stabilize prices. The penalty term ensures that price deviations from the fundamental remain bounded. 6 Notice that fractions in period t depend on observed prices up to the end of period t − 1 (beginning of period t), p t−1 , p t−2 , . . .
Dynamical system
SettingÛ ht = U h,t−1 , we obtain the following dynamical system,
Introducing new variables (10)- (11) is written as a 6-D system in p :
In the following we denote this system by Φ, where
Also, when working in a neighborhood of p * , it will be convenient if local coordinates
where x i denotes the deviation from the fundamental price p * . The system then takes the form
where n 2 is given by
e βu 1 + e βu 2 .
Stability analysis of the fundamental steady state
This section gives a local analysis of the dynamics around the fundamental steady state. In the first part it is shown that x * = 0 is the only steady state of (12) . In the following, this will be called the fundamental steady state or the fundamental for short. The remainder of this section analyzes the stability of this fundamental steady state. It is stable if the trend parameter g is close to 0, and it loses its stability in two different ways: period doubling bifurcations occur for certain negative values of g, while Hopf bifurcations occur for some positive g.
Uniqueness and stability of the steady state
The first lemma shows that the fundamental steady state with p = p * , or equivalently x * = 0, is the unique steady state.
Lemma 1
Let Φ(x) be given by (12) . Let moreover R > 1, 0 ≤ v ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ η < 1. Then x * = 0 is the unique steady state of Φ.
Proof

Let x
* be any steady state of Φ, that is, let x * satisfy
Notice first that x * = 0 is indeed a steady state. From the second, third and fourth component of equation (13), it follows that x 1 = x 2 = x 3 = x 4 . Setting x 1 = x, the first component then reads as
Assuming that x = 0, we may divide both sides of this equation by x. But then we have
which is a contradiction, hence x = 0. Now the last two components of equation (13) yield
Since η = 1, 7 the lemma follows.
Stability
In order to determine the stability of the fixed point the characteristic polynomial of the Jacobian DΦ(0) at the steady state is computed. It is given by
Thus, the eigenvalues of the Jacobian are 0, η (both of multiplicity 2) and the roots λ 1 , λ 2 of the quadratic polynomial in the last bracket. Note that these roots satisfy the relations
Also note that the eigenvalues 0 and η always lie inside the unit circle. Thus, the stability of the steady state is determined by the absolute values of λ 1 and λ 2 .
Codimension one bifurcations
As parameters are varied, bifurcations, that is, qualitative changes of the dynamical behavior will arise. In particular, bifurcations changing the (local) stability of the fundamental steady state may occur. At such a bifurcation value, the steady state must be non-hyperbolic having (at least) one eigenvalue of DΦ(0) with absolute value one, that is, one of the eigenvalues is equal to 1, −1, or there is a pair of complex eigenvalues on the unit circle. We first discuss the codimension one bifurcations, which are those bifurcations that are expected to occur (generically) when only a single parameter is varied.
Eigenvalue equal to 1
Assume that one of the eigenvalues λ j is equal to 1, say λ 2 = 1. Then it follows from (15) that
Eliminating λ 1 from these equations leads to the condition
However, since v ≤ 1 < R, this condition can never be satisfied. Hence eigenvalues equal to 1 cannot occur.
Eigenvalue equal to −1
Under the assumption that λ 2 = −1, equations (15) lead to the relations
Eliminating λ 1 leads to
For parameters satisfying this equation, a period-doubling (also called flip) bifurcation of the steady state is found (if a certain non-degeneracy condition is satisfied).
Two complex conjugate eigenvalues of modulus 1
The roots λ 1 , λ 2 of the characteristic equation are complex conjugate and of modulus one if λ 1 λ 2 = 1 and |λ 1 + λ 2 | < 2. Using (15) , this leads to the conditions g 2R = 1 and
Substituting the first condition into the second yields
For 0 ≤ v ≤ 1, this condition is always satisfied, since R > 1. Hence, for parameters satisfying the equation
a
Conclusion
Introduce the functions g P D (β, v, R) and g H (β, v, R) by
The following lemma summarizes the above discussion.
Lemma 2
The steady state x * = 0 is hyperbolic for g = g P D and g = If moreover in these latter cases certain non-degeneracy conditions are satisfied, then for g = g P D the system undergoes a period doubling (flip) bifurcation, and for g = g H a Hopf (Neimark-Sacker) bifurcation.
Notice that the period doubling bifurcation value g P D < 0, so that a period doubling bifurcation only occurs in the presence of contrarians, who expect a reversal of the latest price change. Since v ≥ 0 and R > 1 it follows that g P D < −1.5 so that only strong contrarian behavior can destabilize the fundamental steady state. The Hopf bifurcation value g H > 0 and is thus caused by trend extrapolating behavior. Since R > 1 it follows that g H > 2, implying that only strong trend extrapolators can destabilize the fundamental steady state. 8 In the next section we show however that even for intermediate trend following parameters 1 < g < 2 -although the fundamental steady state is locally stable -our evolutionary system can have a coexisting stable limit cycle or even a coexisting strange attractor.
A Chenciner bifurcation
In the last two decades, economists have become familiar with period doubling and Hopf bifurcations. These are examples of codimension one bifurcations, that is, these bifurcations occur generically when a single system parameter is varied. Economic applications of bifurcations of codimension two or higher are rare however, probably because they are more difficult to handle.
An exception is
In this section we discuss an important codimension two bifurcation, the so-called Chenciner bifurcation (also called degenerate Hopf bifurcation), that occurs in our heterogeneous agent model with evolutionary learning. A codimension two bifurcation is a non-generic phenomenon when only one parameter is varied, but it is a generic phenomenon when two parameters are varied simultaneously. The importance of the Chenciner bifurcation for our evolutionary learning model is the fact that close to a Chenciner bifurcation point there is an open region in the parameter space where a stable steady state and a stable limit cycle coexist. We will identify such a region -which we call a 'volatility clustering region' -in the g-v-parameter space in our model (see section 5, figure 3 ).
This section presents a general discussion of the Chenciner bifurcation by means of the 2-D bifurcation diagram of its normal form (see figure 1) . The normal form of a bifurcation may be thought of as the simplest model in which the bifurcation occurs. Section 5 then shows that the Chenciner bifurcation occurs in our evolutionary learning model and discusses the bifurcation diagram for our adaptive belief system.
As discussed in section 3, a steady state loses stability through a Hopf bifurcation when its Jacobian matrix has two eigenvalues on the unit circle with all other eigenvalues inside the unit circle. There are two types of Hopf bifurcation:
(i) a supercritical Hopf bifurcation where the stable steady state becomes unstable, and the unstable steady state is surrounded by an attracting invariant circle with periodic or quasiperiodic dynamics;
(ii) a subcritical Hopf bifurcation where the stable steady state becomes unstable, and the stable steady state is surrounded by a repelling invariant circle with periodic or quasiperiodic dynamics.
The normal form of the Hopf bifurcation determines whether it is super-or subcritical. Such a normal form can be obtained by a (sequence of) suitable coordinate transformation(s) around the steady state, restricted to the center manifold, which is an invariant manifold through the steady state tangent to the eigenspace spanned by the eigenvectors associated to the complex eigenvalues λ andλ. The normal form of a Hopf bifurcation is a 2-D map describing the dynamics on the center manifold. Although such normal form computations are straightforward, in practical applications they can be quite complicated. For general mathematical references on bifurcations theory and details on how to compute center manifolds and normal forms see, for example, Guckenheimer and Holmes (1986) and Kuznetsov (1998) .
The normal form of the Hopf bifurcation with complex eigenvalues λ = (1 + µ)e iω , written in polar coordinates, has the following general form:
Here the dots denote terms of higher order in r and ϑ. Polar coordinates (r, ϑ) are used to describe points on the 2-D real center manifold W c . They are chosen such that r = 0 corresponds to the steady state of the system. The Hopf bifurcation occurs at µ = 0 for which the complex eigenvalues lie on the unit circle and ω denotes the angle of the complex eigenvalues. For a generic Hopf bifurcation, the coefficients ν and γ must satisfy the non-degeneracy condition ν = 0 = γ. The non-degeneracy condition γ = 0 ensures that the rotational part of the normal form is not linear. For ν < 0 the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical, whereas for ν > 0 the Hopf bifurcation is subcritical. In applications, the coefficient ν depends upon system parameters and its computation can be quite complicated.
For ν = 0 the Hopf bifurcation becomes degenerate and higher order terms have to be taken into account in the analysis. This bifurcation is called a degenerate Hopf or Chenciner bifurcation, and has been analyzed originally by Chenciner (1985a Chenciner ( , 1985b Chenciner ( , 1988 , see also Kuznetsov (1998) for a textbook treatment. The Chenciner bifurcation is a codimension two bifurcation, implying that it is a generic phenomenon in systems with two or more parameters.
The normal form of the Chenciner bifurcation, with complex eigenvalues λ = (1 + µ)e iω , written in polar coordinates is given by
Here the dots again denote terms of higher order in r and ϑ. The Chenciner bifurcation occurs at (µ, ν) = (0, 0) for which the complex eigenvalues lie on the unit circle and the third order term in the normal form vanishes. The non-degeneracy conditions for the Chenciner bifurcation are in these coordinates γ 1 = 0 = γ 2 . We discuss the case γ 1 < 0 (which occurs in our application in section 5) and, without loss of generality, we assume that γ 1 (0) = −1. See Kuznetsov (1998) for more information. The normal form then simplifies to
where the higher order terms are set to zero.
We discuss the structure of the local bifurcation diagram of the Chenciner bifurcation, illustrated in figure 1, using the normal form (20) . Note that any positive solution r * to the equation
or, equivalently, to
corresponds to an invariant circle in phase space.
For µ > 0, equation (21) has exactly one positive solution. For µ = 0 equation (21) has a solution r * = 0. Thus, µ = 0 is a line of Hopf bifurcations, whose type is determined by the sign of ν: for ν < 0, the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical, for ν > 0 it is subcritical. 
Figure 1: Bifurcation diagram of the Chenciner bifurcation in the µ-ν-plane. The codimension two bifurcation point DH is in the origin of the coordinate system. The vertical dashed line H = {µ = 0} is a curve of Hopf bifurcation values, supercritical on one side of the Chenciner point (ν < 0), subcritical on the other (ν > 0). The solid curve SN denotes a curve of saddlenode bifurcations of invariant circles. The 'volatility clustering region', where a stable steady state and a stable limit cycle coexist, is the region between the curve SN and the positive ν-axes.
The number of positive solutions for µ < 0 is determined by the sign of ν 2 /4 + µ: there are two if it is positive, none if it is negative. Finally, for parameters on the curve
two positive roots of equation (21) coincide. The curve SN in (22) thus corresponds to parameter values for which a saddle-node bifurcation of invariant circles occurs.
A sketch of the complete bifurcation diagram is given in figure 1 . Consider a point in parameter space {(µ, ν)}, with µ < 0 and ν < 0. For these parameter values the steady state is locally stable. Now fix ν and increase µ. When crossing the negative ν-axis, for µ = 0, a supercritical Hopf bifurcation occurs, that is, a stable invariant circle is created and the steady state becomes unstable. Thus, in the region {µ > 0} a stable limit cycle around an unstable steady state exists. Now fix a parameter value ν > 0 and decrease µ from some positive value. When crossing the positive ν-axis at µ = 0, a subcritical Hopf bifurcation occurs in which the steady state becomes stable, an unstable invariant circle emerges out of the steady state, and the stable invariant circle still exists. Decreasing µ further, the unstable and stable circles approach each other and dissappear in a saddle-node bifurcation of invariant circles when µ crosses the curve SN . Thus, in the region between the positive ν-axes and the curve SN the system has two attractors, a stable steady state and an attracting (large) invariant circle, separated by an unstable invariant circle which forms the boundary between these two attractors. We will call this region a 'volatility clustering region', since adding some noise to the system, the dynamics is characterized by an irregular switching between phases of small amplitude fluctuations close to the steady state with small changes and phases of large amplitude fluctuations with large changes along the limit cycle. The boundary of the volatility clustering region is formed by the curve of supercritical Hopf bifurcations of the steady state (the positive ν-axis) and the curve SN of saddle-node bifurcations of an invariant circle and these boundary curves all end at the Chenciner bifurcation point in the origin.
Finally, we note that the dynamics on the invariant circles may undergo bifurcations as well. For these dynamics there are two possibilities. The first possibility is that the dynamics on these circles consist of a sequence of attracting and repelling hyperbolic periodic points. This type of dynamics is called resonating, phase locked or Morse-Smale; for an example see figure 4 (middle plot). There is usually an open set of parameters for which the invariant circle has phase locked dynamics. The boundaries of this set are formed by saddle-node bifurcation curves of the attracting and repelling points on the invariant circle. 9 While the total set of parameters with phase locked dynamics is open and dense, its complement has positive measure. Parameters in the complement correspond to the case that the dynamics on the invariant circle are quasiperiodic; an example is shown in the left plot of figure 4. There is a large literature on quasiperiodic dynamics, to which the interested reader is referred (see Moser (1974) , Herman (1979) , Arnol'd (1983), Broer et al. (1990) and references there).
The local, codimension two Chenciner bifurcation point acts as an 'organizing center' for the dynamical behaviour for nearby parameter values. In particular, existence of a local, codimension two Chenciner bifurcation of the steady state, with the sign restriction γ 1 < 0 in the normal form (19) , implies a global, codimension one saddle-node bifurcation of invariant circles and existence of a 'volatility clustering' region, where a stable steady state and a stable limit cycle coexist in the parameter space. Close to the Chenciner bifurcation point the dynamics on the stable invariant circle is either periodic or quasi-periodic. When parameters move away from the Chenciner bifurcation point subsequent bifurcations may lead to more complicated, chaotic dynamics. As we will see in section 6 (see e.g. the right plot in figure 4 ), this may happen even when the steady state remains locally stable.
The onset of instability
This section investigates the onset of instability in our simple behavioral model with evolutionary learning. In particular, we investigate the following question: what is the set of parameter values for which prices in our heterogeneous agent model with evolutionary learning do not necessarily converge to the fundamental steady state? It turns out that, even when the fundamental steady state is locally stable, prices need not converge to their fundamental value, but may settle down to a stable limit cycle. In particular, a Chenciner bifurcation with a bifurcation diagram similar to figure 1 plays an important role in our model with evolutionary learning. Our adaptive learning model is determined by the mapping Φ in (12) . To simplify the computations we restrict our analysis to the case of no memory in the performance measure (η = 0), so that the dimension of the state space of the system reduces from six to four. The parameter space P is equal to
Recall from lemma 2 in section 3 that a Hopf bifurcation occurs for g = 2R. The Hopf bifurcation manifold for our system (12) is therefore given by
Within the codimension one Hopf bifurcation manifold H, one can find Chenciner bifurcation points by changing a second parameter, different from g, until the Hopf bifurcation becomes degenerate, that is, until the coefficient ν in the normal form (18) figure 1 . The Chenciner bifurcation point, lying on the Hopf bifurcation manifold H, is labelled DH, whereas the curve labelled SN is the saddle-node bifurcation curve of the invariant circles. The volatility clustering region lies between the curve SN and the Hopf bifurcation manifold H. In this region a second attractor (a stable limit cycle, or possibly a more complicated, chaotic attractor) coexists with the stable fundamental steady state. Below the Chenciner bifurcation point the Hopf bifurcation is supercritical; above the Chenciner bifurcation point the Hopf bifurcation is subcritical. Numerical simulations suggest that on the left hand side of or below the curve SN , the fundamental steady state is globally stable. When crossing the curve SN from left to right, a pair of invariant circles, one stable and one unstable, are created. The unstable invariant circle separates the stable fundamental steady state from the stable invariant circle. The curve SN thus marks the onset of instability. To the right of this curve, prices do not necessarily converge to their fundamental value but may 10 Changing the values of parameters a and σ is equivalent to choosing a different value for β, see equations (6) and (8) . Further, by changing to new coordinates x = √ αx, the iteration equation (12) changes to √ αx t+1 = Φ ( √ αx t ) and it follows, by some algebra, thatx t+1 = Φ (x t ), where the parameter β is replaced byβ = αβ. Thus, attention may be reduced to the case α = 1. Hence we can restrict the parameter space of our model to P .
11 This is a nontrivial figure, based upon more than 10 pages of algebraic computations of the normal form of the Hopf and the Chenciner bifurcations for our 4-D adaptive learning system; see appendix A in an earlier working paper Gaunersdorfer et al. (2000) . converge to a stable limit cycle or to a more complicated, chaotic attractor. The enlargement in the right panel of figure 3 shows that, as the intensity of choice β to switch strategies increases, the curve SN moves to the left and approaches the vertical line g = 1. This implies that, although the fundamental steady state remains locally stable, for higher values of the intensity of choice β, (global) instability sets in already for a trend parameter g close to 1.
The saddle-node bifurcation of the invariant circle is a 'global' phenomenon, in the sense that invariant circles are 'global' objects, and it typically occurs 'far away' from the steady state. Except in small neighborhoods of Chenciner bifurcation points, no analytic information can be obtained about the location of the manifold SN . The sketch of the location of SN in figure 3 has been obtained as follows. For fixed values of β and v, plots of the phase space have been inspected numerically for a range of g-values. The lowest value of g (to a precision of 0.001) for which an attractor other than the fundamental steady state existed, has been termed the (approximate) saddle-node bifurcation value g * (β, v) of the invariant circle. The enlargement in the right panel of figure 3 shows that the curve SN of g * moves to the left and approaches g = 1 as the intensity of choice β increases (see also Gaunersdorfer et al. (2005) for a plot in the 3-D parameter space {(g, v, β)}).
The main economic consequence from this analysis is that, if traders' sensitivity to differences in fitness is high (i.e. the intensity of choice β is high) then the interaction between weakly extrapolating trend followers (i.e. for trend parameters g close to 1) and weakly stabilizing fundamentalists (i.e. with 0.6 ≤ v ≤ 0.9, say), leads to coexistence of attractors and agents may coordinate on a stable limit cycle around the locally stable fundamental steady state. 12 In the 12 Hommes et al. (2005) have recently carried out laboratory forecasting experiments using a similar asset pric- presence of noise, the evolutionary dynamics then switches irregularly between a stable phase with close to the fundamental steady state small amplitude price fluctuations and an unstable phase with large price fluctuations along a (noisy) limit cycle. Our simple evolutionary learning model thus exhibits volatility clustering.
The amount of chaos
In section 3 it has been shown that in the case of g > 0, the fixed point x * = 0 is stable for small g, and it loses its stability in a Hopf bifurcation for g = 2R. In section 5 we have seen that a stable limit cycle may already exist for g < 2R (in fact when g is close to 1), when the fundamental steady state is still locally stable. In this section we focus on more complicated, chaotic dynamical behavior in the model and investigate for which parameter constellations chaos arises. In particular, we find another mechanism for clustered volatility in our adaptive belief system, namely intermittent chaos. Figure 4 shows typical examples of attractors in the p t -p t+1 -plane, for three different g-values with all other parameters fixed. Since g < 2R these attractors coexist with a locally stable fundamental steady state. For g = 1.6 an attracting quasi-periodic circle occurs, whereas for g = 1.7 a stable limit cycle of period 16 occurs. For g = 2, after a complicated sequence of bifurcations, the invariant circle has turned into a strange attractor. The numerical simulations in figure 4 thus suggest that in our adaptive learning model, a strange attractor with chaotic dynamical behavior may coexist with a locally stable fundamental steady state. In figure 4 (right plot), the unstable invariant circle created at the Chenciner bifurcation can be seen as the inner boundary between the strange attractor and the locally stable fundamental steady state. Figure 5 illustrates what happens after the supercritical Hopf bifurcation in the model. An important difference between both figures is that the parameter v, that is, the factor with which fundamentalists expect prices to move towards the fundamental value, has been decreased from v = 0.6 in figure 4 to v = 0.3 in figure 5 . Numerical simulations suggest that for g = 2 the fundamental steady state is globally stable, whereas for g = 2.09 an invariant attracting circle, quasi-periodic (or periodic with high period), has appeared. For g = 2.4, the invariant circle has developed into a strange attractor. Notice that the strange attractor in figure 5 (right plot) seems to contain the (unstable) fundamental steady state suggesting that price fluctuations get close to the fundamental steady state occasionally. The corresponding chaotic time series suggests some form of volatility clustering caused by intermittent chaos, characterized by phases of growing prices and phases of close to the fundamental price fluctuations.
There is a strikingly simple economic intuition why such intermittent chaos may in fact be expected when chartists are strong trend extrapolators (i.e. the trend parameter g is large) and fundamentalists are strongly stabilizing (i.e. the parameter v is close to zero). In the presence of ing framework. In these experiments both possibilities, with human subjects either learning to coordinate on the fundamental price or learning to coordinate on an oscillatory pattern, have been observed. strong trend extrapolators the fundamental steady state is locally unstable, because trend followers strongly extrapolate small deviations from the fundamental steady state leading to oscillatory, diverging prices. When prices diverge and move away far above or below the fundamental value, technical traders conditioning their charts upon market fundamentals will abandon their rule and the upward or downward price trend will stop and most technical analysts will start following the fundamental rule. When fundamentalists are strongly stabilizing, prices will then quickly move into a small neighborhood of the fundamental steady state. Due to the strong trend extrapolators, the fundamental steady state is locally unstable and prices start oscillating again and the story then repeats. This mechanism suggests that the evolutionary interaction causes the fundamental steady state to have a saddle-point structure with a locally destabilizing force due to strong trend extrapolation and a globally stabilizing force due to strong stabilization by fundamentalists.
This economic intuition suggests that the evolutionary learning system is in fact close to having a homoclinic orbit and its associated complicated dynamical behavior. The economic intuition also suggests reasons why the dynamics might be chaotic. A set of initial states of the system close to the fundamental will be stretched out during the phase when technical traders dominate and extrapolate a trend. At the point where the fundamentalists start to become the dominating fraction in the market, the set will be folded back onto itself. The action of the fundamentalists transports this folded set back close to the fundamental. It is precisely this stretching and folding which lies at the root of the occurrence of chaos in dynamical systems in general. Technical trading causes stretching, whereas the conditioning of technical trading rules upon fundamentals causes folding, and the interaction between these competing strategies create intermittent chaos in the adaptive belief system.
To get a global impression of the 'amount of chaos' to be expected in the system, Lyapunov exponents are computed for a range of parameter values.
is an orbit on an attractor, then the first (or largest) Lyapunov exponent λ is defined as
The (largest) Lyapunov exponent measures the average rate of divergence (or convergence) of nearby trajectories. A system is commonly considered to be chaotic, if it has an attractor such that orbits on the attractor have positive largest Lyapunov exponent.
For the present system, Lyapunov exponents have been computed for 10 different initial conditions, in order to account for the possibility of coexisting attractors. The largest value of the exponent obtained has been taken. These plots have been made both in the g-v-and the β-gdiagrams (figures 6 and 7), given as a contour plot (right plots: region with positive Lyapunov exponents are indicated) and a 3-D-plot (left plots: z-coordinate indicates magnitude of the Lyapunov exponent). For g > 2R chaos seems to be the rule rather than the exception. But even for the locally stable region of the fundamental steady state, g < 2R, for parameters in the 'volatility clustering region' a coexisting chaotic attractor may exist (an example was shown already in the right plot of figure 4) . In particular, chaos may arise for relatively small values of the trend parameter g when the intensity of choice β is large, that is, when traders are sensitive to small differences in fitness and quickly adapt their trading strategies.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper we present a simple, nonlinear structural model for volatility clustering, based on the concept of evolutionary adaptive belief systems introduced by Brock and Hommes (1997) . Volatility clustering arises endogenously due to the interaction between fundamentalists and technical analysts driven by adaptive learning. Two mechanisms are proposed as an explanation: intermittency and coexistence of attractors. Chaos arises from the combination of stretching due to strong trend extrapolation by chartists, folding due to conditioning of the chartists' forecasting rules upon market fundamentals and contraction due to strong fundamentalists pushing prices quickly back close to the (unstable) fundamental steady state. Coexistence of attractors arises due to a codimension two Chenciner bifurcation. Close to the Chenciner bifurcation there is a 'volatility clustering region', that is, an open set in parameter space where a locally stable fundamental steady state and a stable invariant circle coexist. Both mechanisms proposed are generic phenomena and thus may serve as endogenous explanations of volatility clustering in more complicated computational multi-agent systems. The local, codimension two Chenciner bifurcation point acts as an 'organizing center' of the bifurcation structure and implies global, codimension one bifurcation phenomena such as a saddle-node bifurcation of invariant circles.
We have presented a strikingly simple economic intuition why in our heterogeneous agent adaptive learning model one should in fact expect both coexistence of a locally stable fundamental steady state and a stable limit cycle and intermittent chaos to occur, depending upon the strength of trend extrapolation (as measured by the trend parameter g) and the strength of fundamental stabilization (as measured by the factor v with which fundamentalists expect prices to move towards the fundamental value).
In the presence of strongly extrapolating chartists small price deviations from the fundamental will be reenforced by trend extrapolation. The fundamental steady state will therefore be locally unstable and prices move away from their fundamental value. When the price deviation from the fundamental becomes too large however, chartists will abandon their rules since they condition their charts on market fundamentals. Most technical traders will thus start following a fundamental rule and, when fundamentalists are strongly stabilizing, prices will quickly move back close to the fundamental value, and the story repeats. Evolutionary interaction between strongly extrapolating chartists and strongly stabilizing fundamentalists leads to a strange attractor with intermittent chaos and irregular price fluctuations switching between phases of low and high volatility, as illustrated in figure 5 .
When the chartists are only weak trend extrapolators, the fundamental steady state is locally stable. The trend extrapolators may be strong enough however to reenforce a price trend far away from the fundamental steady state. This upward trend, say, cannot continue forever, since chartists condition their rule upon market fundamentals and at some point will switch to become fundamentalists. Prices will then return in the direction of the fundamental value, and a downward trend will start. If fundamentalists are only weakly stabilizing, prices will only move slowly downwards and will not get close enough to the (locally stable) fundamental steady state. Trend followers will extrapolate the downward trend, until the point when prices move too far away from their fundamental value and the downward trend will be reversed into an upward trend, and the story repeats. This mechanism leads to a market in which a locally stable fundamental steady state coexists with a stable limit cycle. When the intensity of choice to switch strategies is high, coordination on a stable limit cycle around a locally stable fundamental steady state may arise even when trend followers are only weakly extrapolating (i.e. for g-values close to 1). When traders are highly sensitive to differences in fitness, the evolutionary interaction between weak trend extrapolators and weakly stabilizing fundamentalists may thus lead to a stable limit cycle (or a more complicated attractor) around a (locally) stable fundamental steady state. In the presence of noise, the market then switches irregularly between phases of low volatility and phases of high volatility, as illustrated in figure 8 . A noise term (normal distribution, with standard deviation σ = 0.5) has been added to the equilibrium pricing equation (10) . Notice that this is equivalent to adding a small fraction of noise traders, who trade randomly, to the market clearing equation (2) . Due to the presence of the noise traders, the market switches irregularly between a low volatility phase, dominated by fundamentalists with prices close to the fundamental value, and a high volatility phase, dominated by trend followers with prices exhibiting temporary bubbles. Temporary bubbles are triggered by noise traders and reenforced by trend followers.
The model studied here is admittedly simple and should only be viewed as a stylized, analytically tractable behavioral model. Volatility clustering arises, at least in a qualitative sense. We have proposed intermittency and coexistence of attractors (e.g. arising from a Chenciner bifurcation) as an endogenous explanation of clustered volatility. Both intermittency and coexistence of attractors are 'generic' phenomena, and similar phenomena are expected to occur in a more complicated, nonlinear dynamic models.
A convenient feature of our simple adaptive belief system is that the model has been formulated around a benchmark fundamental. In this paper we have focused exclusively on the case of a constant fundamental, derived from an underlying iid dividend process. A natural extension is to investigate the evolutionary adaptive system in the case of more realistic stochastic dividend process and its corresponding time varying stochastic fundamental processes, for example a geometric random walk, and see whether simple stochastic models can match the observed volatility clustering in real financial data more closely.
